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Commodity Branding Far Predates Modern Capitalism
Date : March 19, 2008

From at least Bass Ale’s red triangle—advertised as “the first registered trademark”—commodity
brands have exerted a powerful hold over modern Western society. Marketers and critics alike
have assumed that branding began in the West with the Industrial Revolution. But a pioneering
new study in this month’s issue of Current Anthropology finds that attachment to brands far
predates modern capitalism, and indeed modern Western society. The article is currently available
free at: http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/ca/current
In “Prehistories of Commodity Branding,” author David Wengrow (University College London,
Institute of Archaeology) challenges the widespread assumption that branding did not become an
important force in social and economic life until the Industrial Revolution. Wengrow presents
compelling evidence that labels on ancient containers, which have long been assumed to be simple
identifiers, as well as practices surrounding the production and distribution of commodities, actually
functioned as branding strategies. Furthermore, these strategies have deep cultural origins and
cognitive foundations, beginning in the civilizations of Egypt and Iraq thousands of years ago.
Branding became necessary when large-scale economies started mass-producing commodities
such as alcoholic drinks, cosmetics and textiles. Ancient societies not only imposed strict forms of
quality control over these commodities, but as today they needed to convey value to the consumer.
Wengrow finds that commodities in any complex, large society need to pass through a "nexus of
authenticity.” Through history, these have taken the form of “the bodies of the ancestral dead, the
gods, heads of state, secular business gurus, media celebrities, or that core fetish of postmodernity, the body of the sovereign consumer citizen in the act of self-fashioning.” Although
capitalism and branding find in each other a perfect complement, they therefore have distinct
origins.
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David is organizing an inter-disciplinary conference at the
Institute of Archaeology, UCL, called: Cultures of Commodity Branding: Archaeological and
Anthropological Perspectives (May 10th-11th, 2008), with speakers including Rick Wilk, JeanPierre Warnier, Alison Clarke and many others. Further details at:
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology/events/conferences/other/commodities-2007/poster_commoditybr
anding.pdf
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